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A New Service Mechanism for Profit
Optimizations of a Cloud Provider and Its Users
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Abstract—In this paper, we try to design a service mechanism for profit optimizations of both a cloud provider and its multiple users.
We consider the problem from a game theoretic perspective and characterize the relationship between the cloud provider and its
multiple users as a Stackelberg game, in which the strategies of all users are subject to that of the cloud provider. The cloud provider
tries to select and provision appropriate servers and configure a proper request allocation strategy to reduce energy cost while
satisfying its cloud users at the same time. We approximate its servers selection space by adding a controlling parameter and
configure an optimal request allocation strategy. For each user, we design a utility function which combines the net profit with time
efficiency and try to maximize its value under the strategy of the cloud provider. We formulate the competitions among all users as a
generalized Nash equilibrium problem (GNEP). We solve the problem by employing variational inequality (VI) theory and prove that
there exists a generalized Nash equilibrium solution set for the formulated GNEP. Finally, we propose an iterative algorithm (IA),
which characterizes the whole process of our proposed service mechanism. We conduct some numerical calculations to verify our
theoretical analyses. The experimental results show that our IA algorithm can benefit both of a cloud provider and its multiple users
by configuring proper strategies.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, generalized Nash equilibrium, non-cooperative game theory, profit optimization, resource allocation, variational inequality theory
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INTRODUCTION

C

computing is an increasingly popular paradigm
of offering subscription-oriented services to enterprises
and consumers [1]. Usually, the provided services refer to
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS), which are all made
available to the general public in a pay-as-you-go manner
[2], [3]. To support various services, more and more cloud
centers are equipped with thousands of computing nodes,
which results in tremendous energy cost [4]. It is reported
that about 50 percent management budget of Amazon0 s
data center is used for powering and colling the physical
servers [5]. There are also researchers who have studied the
cost of data centers and concluded that around 40 percent
of the amortized cost of a data center falls into power
related categories [6]. Hence, it is important to reduce
energy cost for improving the profit of a cloud provider.
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However, it can often be seen that there are many underutilized servers in cloud centers, or on the contrary,
cloud providers provide less processing capacity and
thus dissatisfy their users for poor service quality. Therefore, it is important for a cloud provider to select appropriate servers to provide services, such that it reduces
cost as much as possible while satisfying its users at the
same time.
For a cloud provider, the income (i.e., the revenue) is the
service charge to the aggregated requests from all cloud
users [7]. When the per request charge is determined, servers selection and request allocation strategy are two significant factors that should be taken into account. The reason
behind lies in that both of them are not just for the profit of
a cloud provider, but for the appeals to more cloud users in
the market to use cloud service and thus also impact the
profit. Specifically, if the provided computing capacity is
large enough (i.e., many servers are under-utilized), this
will result in tremendous amount of energy waste with
huge cost and thus reduces the profit of the cloud provider.
On the other hand, if the cloud provider provides less computing capacity or improperly configures the request allocation strategy, this will lead to low service quality (e.g., long
task response time) and thus dissatisfies its cloud users or
potential cloud users in the market.
A rational user will choose a strategy to use the service that
maximizes his/her own net reward, i.e., the utility obtained
by choosing the cloud service minus the payment [8]. In addition, the utility of a user is not only determined by the net
profit of his/her requests (i.e., how much benefit the user can
receive by finishing the configured tasks), but also closely
related to the urgency of the tasks (i.e., how quickly they can
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TABLE 1
Comparison Between IA and the State-of-the-Art Schemes
Schemes Perspective(s)
[7]
[11]
[12]
[13]
IA

Cloud provider
Cloud provider
Cloud provider
Cloud provider
Cloud provider
and users

Energy saving
technique
Continuous DVFS
Powering off servers
VM consolidation
Powering off servers
Powering off servers

Characteristic
Optimal
Heuristic
Heuristic
Heuristic
Heuristic

be finished). The same amount of tasks are able to generate
more utility for a cloud user if they can be completed within a
shorter period of time in the cloud center [8]. However, considering from energy saving and economic reasons, it is irrational for a cloud provider to provide enough computing
resources to complete all requests in a short period of time.
Therefore, multiple cloud users have to configure the amount
of requests in different time slots. Since the requests from
users are submitted randomly, in our paper, we approximately characterize the request arrivals as a Poisson process
[9]. Since the payment and time efficiency of each of the cloud
users are affected by the decisions of others, it is natural to
analyze the behaviors of these users as strategic games [10].
In this paper, we try to design a new service mechanism
for profit optimizations of both a cloud provider and its
multiple users. We consider the problem from a game theoretic perspective and characterize the relationship between
the cloud provider and its users as a Stackelberg game, in
which the strategies of all users are subject to that of the
cloud provider. In our mechanism, the cloud provider tries
to select appropriate servers and configure a proper request
allocation strategy to reduce energy cost while satisfying its
users at the same time.
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.


We characterize the relationship between the cloud
provider and its users as a Stackelberg game, and try
to optimize the profits of both a cloud provider and
its users at the same time.
 We formulate the competitions among all users as a
generalized Nash equilibrium problem (GNEP), and
prove that there exists a generalized Nash equilibrium solution set for the formulated GNEP.
 We solve the GNEP by employing varational
inequality (VI) theory and propose an iterative algorithm (IA) to characterize the whole process of our
proposed service mechanism.
Experimental results show that our IA algorithm can
benefit both of the cloud provider and its multiple users by
configuring proper strategies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related works. Section 3 describes the models
of the system and presents the problem to be solved.
Section 4 formulates the problem into a Stackelberg game,
which consists of a leader and a set of followers. We analyze
the strategies for both of the leader and the followers. Many
analyses and several subalgorithms are presented in this
section. Section 5 is developed to verify our theoretical analysis and show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm.
We conclude the paper with future work in Section 6.

2

15

RELATED WORK

Some works have been done for profit optimizations of
cloud centers in the literature [7], [11], [12], [13]. The methods are presented in Table 1. In [12], Lampe et al. proposed
a heuristic method to tackle profit maximization for a cloud
provider. They focus on auction profit maximization in the
context of multiple virtual machines (VMs). In [13], Goudarzi and Pedram developed a heuristic to deal with profit
maximization in cloud computing system with service level
agreements. They try to reduce cost by powering off appropriate servers, i.e., selecting appropriate servers to provide
services. More recently, Cao et al. [7] proposed an optimal
method for energy saving under continuous dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) environment. Specifically,
they try to configure appropriate speed for each server to
save energy. However, as shown in Table 1, all these methods mainly consider from the perspective of the cloud
provider.
To our knowledge, hardly any previous works investigate multiple users0 profit optimizations, let alone optimizing the profits of a cloud provider and its users at the same
time. In this work, we first try to optimize multiple users0
profits. Since multiple cloud users compete for using the
resources of a cloud provider, and the utility of each user is
affected by the decisions (service request strategies) of other
users, it is natural to analyze the behaviors of such systems
as strategic games [14].
Game theory provides a framework to explain and
address the interactive decision situations where the goals
and preferences of the participating users are in conflict [15],
[16]. It is a formal study of conflicts and cooperation among
multiple users [17] and a powerful tool for the design and
control of multiagent systems [18]. Due to its advantages,
there has been a growing interest in adopting cooperative
and non-cooperative game theoretic approaches to various
areas such as scheduling [19], communications [20], and evolution of cooperation [21]. A more general framework suitable for investigating and solving various equilibrium
models, even when game theory may fail, is the variational
inequality theory which is applicable to a very general class
of problems in nonlinear analysis [22]. For more works on
game theory, the reader is referred to [23], [24], [25].
As presented in Section 1, energy cost is one of the most
important factors that should be taken into account for a
cloud provider to increase its profit. Many works have also
been done on energy saving in the literature [26], [27], [28],
[29]. In [28], Mei et al. proposed an energy-aware scheduling algorithm for sporadic tasks. The authors try to reduce
energy consumption by using dynamic voltage frequency
scaling technique. In [29], based on DVFS technique and the
concept of slack sharing among processors, the authors also
proposed two novel energy-aware scheduling algorithms.
Similar works can also be found in [26], [27].
However, according to [30], even an energy efficient
server still consues about half of its full power when doing
no work. Therefore, powering off idle servers when possible
is regarded as an effective way to reduce energy cost, especially during off-peak traffic hours for a relative long period
of time [31]. In this work, we try to power off some idle servers (i.e., select appropriate servers to provide services) to
reduce energy cost for the cloud provider. In addition, we
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Fig. 1. Architecture model.

configure server selection strategy for multiple time slots,
i.e., for a relative long period of time.

3

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first present our system models and then
formulate the profit optimization problem. We consider the
context of a cloud provider with multiple cloud users. The
cloud provider is assumed to be equipped with m heterogeneous multicore servers. We denote the set of servers as
M ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; mg. Each server j (j 2 M) consists of cj cores
and similar to [9], it is modeled by an M/M/c queueing system. We denote the set of cloud users as N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng.
The requests from each of the cloud users are assumed to
follow a Poisson process.
We summarize all the notations used in this section in
the notation table (see Section 1 of the supplementary
material, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TCC.2017.2701793).

3.1 Architecture Model
In this section, we model the architecture of our proposed service mechanism, in which the cloud provider can select an
appropriate servers subset S from M (i.e., S  M) to provide
services for the
and configure a proper
 H futuretime slots,
h
h
strategy pS ¼ p1S ; . . . ; pH
S with p S ¼ ðpj Þj2S (h 2 H) to allocate the aggregated requests to the selected servers, such that
the average response time over all cloud users (see Eq. (14)) is
minimized, while its multiple users can make an appropriate
request decision according to the selected servers and allocation strategy. As shown in Fig. 1, each user i (i 2 N ) is
equipped with a utility function (Ui ) and a request configuration strategy (
i ), i.e., the request strategy over H future time
slots. All requests enter a queue to be processed by the cloud
center.PLet  S be the aggregated request vector, then we have
 S ¼ i2N i . The cloud provider tries to select an appropriate servers subset S, configure an appropriate allocation strategy pS , and publishes some information (e.g., per request
charge r, server subset S, and the corresponding allocation
strategy p S , current aggregated requests S ) on the information exchange model. When multiple users try to configure
appropriate request strategies, they first get information from
the exchange module, then compute proper request strategies
such that their own utilities are maximized and send the
newly strategies to the cloud provider.
The computation and communication process can be
automatically done by a software. If a user wants to have a

look at the aggregated requests  S in the process, he/she
just needs to press a button of the software to ask for the
cloud provider to send the newly updated value of  S . Take
one day as an example, i.e., H ¼ 24 (from 20:00 to 20:00 of
the next day), with one hour a time slot. The cloud provider
sets 20:00 to ensure the users who use its service and compute their corresponding strategies over the next 24 hours.
That is to say, each user has two steps to make cloud service
reservation. First, before 20:00, the users who want to use
the cloud service register their informations. Second, the
cloud provider collects the informations of its registered
users and ensures the agreements at 20:00. If a user registers
after 20:00, then he/she tries to make the next negotiation,
i.e., waits for the next round.

3.2 Energy Cost Model
We consider energy consumption model in the context of
our proposed heterogeneous multicore server system.
Energy consumption and circuit delay in complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) can be accurately modeled by simple equations, even for complex microprocessor
circuits [9]. The energy consumption of a CMOS-based processor is defined as the summation of capacitive, short-circuit, and leakage energy [32]. However, the dominant
component in a well-designed circuit is capacitive energy
E, which is approximately defined as
E ¼ dCV 2 f;

(1)

where d is the number of switches per clock cycle, C is
the total capacitance load, V is the supply voltage, and f
is the frequency. The processing capacity of a processor
m is usually linearly proportional to the clock frequency,
i.e., m / f. With reference to [9], [33], we also obtain
f / V f with 0 < f  1, which implies that V / f 1=f .
Therefore, we know that the energy consumption is
E / f a and E / ma , where a ¼ 1 þ 2=f  3. In this paper,
we assume that
E ¼ ma ;

(2)

where  is a corresponding factor. Denote x as the cost of
one unit of energy and let Ej be the energy consumption of
server j (j 2 M) in a unit of time. According to Eq. (2), we
obtain
a

Ej ¼ xcj j mj j ;

(3)

where mj is the processing rate of one core of server j, j and
aj are the corresponding energy consumption factors.

3.3 Request Profile Model
We consider a user request model similar to [34], [35],
where the user i0 s (i 2 N ) request profile over the H future
time slots is formulated as


(4)
 i ¼ 1i ; . . . ; H
i ;
where hi (h 2 H) is the arrival rate of requests from user i in
the hth time slot and it is subject to the constraint
0  hi  Li , where Li denotes user i0 s maximal requests in
a time slot. The requests from each of the users in different
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time slots are assumed to follow a Poisson process. The individual strategy set of user i can be expressed as
n
o
Qi ¼  i j0  hi  Li ; 8h 2 H ;
(5)
where H ¼ f1; . . . ; H g is the set of all H future time slots.
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(7)

The probability of queuing (i.e., the probability that a newly
submitted request must wait due to all cores of server j are
busy) is
h
¼
Pq;j

1
X
k¼cj

phk;j ¼

phcj ;j
1  rhj

(8)

:

The average number of service requests in time slot h (in
waiting or in execution) at server j is
Njh ¼

1
X
k¼0

1
¼ h
pj S

cj rhj

þ

rhj
1  rhj

!
¼

1
1
þ
:
mj cj mj  phj hS

(11)

With a request rate of hi (i 2 N ) in time slot h (h 2 H),
the average response time of user i on server j (j 2 S) is
given by
Tijh ¼

phj hi
phj hi
þ
:
mj
cj mj  phj hS

(12)

We derive the mean response time of user i (i 2 N ) over all
servers as
Tih ¼

X
j2S

0 2
1
 2
phj hi C
X B phj hi
phj Tijh ¼
þ
@
A;
mj
cj mj  phj hS
j2S

(13)

and the average response time over all users as
!
X h X
h h
i
¼
p T
hS j2S j ij
i2N
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 2 1
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X h
i h
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h i

S
i2N
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(14)

j

cj !

where

ph0;j

will likely keep busy, because if not so, some servers
could be removed to reduce mechanical wear and energy
h
(8j 2 S) is assumed to be 1, and we
cost. Therefore, Pq;j
have
Tjh

3.4 Cloud Service Model
The cloud provider is equipped with a request scheduler
and m heterogeneous multicore servers. Each server j
(j 2 M) consists of cj cores and similar to [9], it is modeled
by an M/M/c queuing system. We assume that all of the
servers differ in their processing capacities and energy consumptions. The processing capacity of one core of server j
(j 2 M) is presented by its service rate mj . Energy consumption factors j and aj are also different among different servers. The cloud provider only selects a servers subset S
(S  M) to provide services.
Let phj be the probability that each of the requests is
assigned to server j (j 2 S) in time slot h (h 2 H) and rhj be
the corresponding
service utilization. Then we have
.

rhj ¼ phj hS cj mj , where hS denotes the aggregated
requests
P from all cloud users in time slot h, i.e.,
hS ¼ ni¼1 hi . Let phk;j be the probability that there are k service requests (waiting or being proceed) at server j in time
slot h. With reference to [9], we have
8
 k
>
cj rhj
>
>
< ph
; k < cj ;
0;j
k! k
(6)
phk;j ¼
cj
>
h
>
>
: p h cj r j ; k  c ;

17

kphk;j ¼ cj rhj þ

rhj
1  rhj

h
Pq;j
:

(9)

Applying Little0 s result, we obtain the average response
time at server j as
!
rhj
Njh
1
h
h
h

;
(10)
P
Tj ¼ h h ¼ h h cj rj þ
pj S pj S
1  rhj q;j
h
where Pq;j
represents the probability that the incoming
requests at server j need to wait in queue in time slot h.
In this paper, we assume that all of the selected servers

3.5 Problem Formulation
Now, let us consider user i0 s (i 2 N ) utility in time slot h. A
rational cloud user will seek a strategy to maximize its
expected net reward by finishing the tasks, i.e., the benefit
obtained by choosing the cloud service minus its total payment. We denote user i0 net reward in time slot h by Rhi ,
where Rhi ¼ ðb  rÞhi with b and r denoting the benefit factor (the reward obtained by one task request) and the charge
factor (the cost by finishing one task request in cloud computing), respectively. On the other hand, since a user will be
more satisfied with much faster service, we also take the
response time of the user into account. Note that service
time utility will be deteriorated with the delay of time slots.
Hence, in this paper, we assume that the deteriorating rate
of time utility is d (d > 1). Denote the T^ih as the time utility
of user i in time slot h. Then we have T^ih ¼ dh Tih . More formally, the utility of user i (i 2 N ) in time slot h is defined as


Uih hi ;  hi ¼ wi Rhi  T^ih ¼ wi ðb  rÞhi  dh Tih ;
(15)


where  hi ¼ h1 ; . . . ; hi1 ; hi ; . . . ; hn denotes the vector of
all users0 request profile in time slot h except that of user i,
and wi (wi > 0) is a weight factor, which reflects the importance of net benefit compared with time utility. Note that,
when the average response time is low, the users may submit more requests and thus impact the aggregated requests
in cloud center.
We obtain the total utility obtained by user i (i 2 N ) over
all H future time slots as
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Ui ði ;  i Þ ¼

X



Uih hi ;  hi

h2H

¼

X

wi ðb  rÞhi  dh Tih ;

(16)

h2H

where
i ¼ ð1 ; . . . ; i1 ; iþ1 ; . . . ; n Þ
denotes
the
ðn  1ÞH  1 vectors of all users0 request profile except that
of user i. In this paper, we assume that each user i (i 2 N )
has a reservation value vi . That is to say, cloud user i will
prefer to use the cloud service if Ui ð i ; i Þ  vi and refuse
to use the cloud service otherwise.
For the cloud provider, its objective is trying to select an
appropriate servers subset S from M and configure a proper
request allocation strategy pS , such that its net reward, i.e.,
the charge to all cloud users minus its energy cost, is maximized. We denote p as the net profit, then the cloud
provider0 s problem is to maximize the value p. That is,
XX
X
maximize pðS; p S Þ ¼ r
hi  H
Ej ; S  M;
i2N h2H

s.t.

j2S

Ui ði ;  i Þ  vi ; i 2 Qi ; 8i 2 N ;

Then, the joint strategy set of all followers is given by
^ 1     Q
^ n.
^F ¼ Q
Q
A Stackelberg game assumes certain decision power for
both the leader and followers, with the leader processing a
higher priority. The followers have to make their decisions
subject to the leader’s strategy [37] and try to maximize their
own utilities. Therefore, the profit maximization problem of
the cloud provider can be formulated as the following optimization problem (OPT):
X
XX
hi  H
Ej ; S 2 Q L ;
maximize pðS; pS Þ ¼ r
s.t.



0



j2S

 i 2 arg max Ui  i ;  i ; 8i 2 N :
0

^ i ð i Þ
 i 2Q

(17)

GAME FORMULATION AND ANALYSES

Since the multiple users have to compete for using the computing resources, and their strategies are subject to that of
the cloud provider, we formulate the relationship between
the cloud provider and its multiple users into a Stackelberg
game. For the cloud provider, we try to approximate its
server selection solution space by using a control parameter
and configure an appropriate request allocation strategy to
the selected servers. For the multiple users, we characterize
their competitions as a non-cooperative game and formulate
them into a generalized Nash equilibrium problem. By
employing variational inequality theory, we analyze the the
formulated GNEP. Then, we propose an iterative algorithm
to compute appropriate strategies for both the cloud provider and its multiple users.

4.1 Game Formulation
Game theory studies the problems in which multiple players
try to maximize their utilities or minimize their disutilities.
In this section, we characterize the optimization problem
presented in Section 3.5 as a Stackelberg game, which is a
sequential game played between a Leader and a set of Followers [36]. All of them try to maximize their own utilities.
In our work, the cloud provider plays the role of the leader,
who tries to select an appropriate servers subset S from M
and configure a proper request allocation strategy pS to the
selected servers, such that it can appeal user requests as many
as possible while its cost is relatively low. We denote QL as
the servers selection space, then QL can be expressed as
QL ¼ fSjS  Mg:

up

i

i¼1

i2N h2H

phj hS < cj mj ; 8j 2 S; 8h 2 H;
X
ph ¼ 1; 8h 2 H:
j2S j

4

(h 2 H) never exceeds its processing capacity, i.e.,
phj hS < cj mj (8j 2 S). We denote s as a relative small constant and add the constraint hS  ð1  s Þhup , where hup ¼
minj2S fcj mj =:phj g. Then the request strategy set of user i
(i 2 N ) can be expressed as
(
)
n
X
h
h
^
  ð1  s Þ ; 8h 2 H : (19)
Qi ð i Þ ¼ Qi \  i j

(18)

Each cloud user is regarded as a follower, i.e., the set of followers is the n cloud users. Notice that when given S and
p S , the workload of each server j (j 2 S) in time slot h

(20)

Theorem 4.1. Above OPT problem is NP-hard.
Proof. A complete proof of the theorem is given in the supplementary material, available online.
u
t
4.2 Leader’s Strategy Analysis
We now consider the problem from the perspective of the
cloud provider. We try to reduce the servers selection space
by using an approximated one. We also configure an optimal request allocation strategy for the aggregated requests.
4.2.1 Solution Space Approximation
To reduce the solution space (QL ), we use a parameter " to
categorize all the elements in QL and reduce some server
subsets, which provide similar processing capacities.
We notice that a server j (j 2 M) gains net profit at most
Pj in each time slot for the cloud provider, where
Pj ¼ rcj mj  Ej . Therefore, we use Pj to characterize the
server j (j 2 M) during our approximation process. In this
paper, the value Pj (8j 2 M) is assumed to be greater than
zero. We denote PT ðS Þ as the largest possible
P profit gained
by all servers in S. Then we have PT ðS Þ ¼ j2S Pj . Arrange
all of the server subsets S ð1Þ ; S ð2Þ ; . . . ; S ðjQL jÞ in QL , such that
PT ðS ð1Þ Þ  PT ðS ð2Þ Þ      PT ðS ðjQL jÞÞ . We try to reduce
ð"Þ
some elements in QL to an approximated solution space QL
, such that for each server subset S in QL , there exists an eleð"Þ
ment S ð"Þ (S ð"Þ 2 QL ) satisfying PT ðS Þ  ð1 þ "ÞPT ðS ð"Þ Þ.
The idea is formalized in Algorithm 1.
 
"; r; m ; E , and M, where m ¼ mj j2M and E ¼
 Given

ð"Þ
Ej j2M , the algorithm Calcualte QL finds an approximated
ð"Þ
solution space QL for QL . The key idea is trying to reduce
solution space by selecting some server subset representatives
and removing similar ones (Steps 7-11). At the beginning, we
ð"Þ
set QL as f;g, which only contains an empty subset
(Step 1). Then, for a server j (j 2 M), we merge it into each
ð"Þ
of the subsets in QL (Steps 3-5) and resort the subsets
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according to their largest possible gained profits (Step 6).
After resorting, we try to remove some later elements S ðlÞ
(S ðlÞ 2 QL ) if there exists a previous one S ðpÞ (S ðpÞ 2 QL ) satisfying PT ðS ðlÞ Þ  ð1 þ "ÞPT ðS ðpÞ Þ (Steps 7-11). This process
is terminated when all the servers in M are considered.
ð"Þ

Input: "; r; m; E ; M.
ð"Þ
Output: QL .
1: Initialization: For each server j (j 2 M), calculate Pj .
ð"Þ
Set QL ¼ f;g.
2: for (each server j 2 M) do
ð"Þ
3: for (each element S 2 QL ) do
4:
Merge server j into set S, i.e., set S
S [ fjg.
5: end for
ð"Þ
6: Sort the elements in QL such that ð"Þ
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
PT ðS Þ  PT ðS Þ      PT ðS ðjQL jÞ Þ.
ð"Þ
7: for (i from 1 to jQL j  1) do
ðiþ1Þ
8:
if (PT ðS
Þ  ð1 þ "ÞPT ðS ðiÞ Þ) then
ð"Þ
9:
Remove S ðiþ1Þ from QL , i.e., set
n
o
ð"Þ
ð"Þ
QL  S ðiþ1Þ .
QL
10:
end if
11: end for
12: end for
ð"Þ
13: return QL .

T~l ðxpc Þ ¼

1 X 2

S i2N i

!

!
ðxpc Þ2
ðxpc Þ2
;
þ
ml
cl ml  xpc S

(22)

l ¼ j; k, and pc ¼ =S .

Proof. From (22), we can observe that T~k ðxpc Þ and
T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ are convex and thus T~k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ
is a convex function. We try to obtain the minimum of
T~k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ by analyzing its derivative for all
0  x  1. After some algebraic calculation, we obtain
1 X 2

S i2N i


d ~
T k ðxpc Þ ¼
dx

Theorem 4.2. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
QðmLð"Þ log Lð"Þ Þ, where
ð1 þ "Þ ln PT ðMÞ
;
"


P
with PT ðMÞ ¼ j2M rcj mj  Ej .

that the average response time over all users (see Eq. (14)) is
minimized and thus satisfies and appeals more cloud users.
Before address the request allocation strategy, we first show
two properties which are presented in Theorem 4.3 and
Corollary 4.4.

Theorem 4.3. Consider a two server system such that mj < mk
(j; k 2 M), it is optimal to assign a certain amount of requests
 ( < S and  < mj þ mk ) to both of the servers. Namely,
the minimum T~k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ occurs at 0 < x < 1,
where

Algorithm 1. Calculate QL ("; r; m ; E ; M)

Lð"Þ ¼

19

(21)

Proof. We first derive an upper bound of the length of set
ð"Þ
QL . As can be seen from Algorithm 1, after steps 7-11,
0
0
ð"Þ
two continuous elements S and S (S; S 2 QL ) satisfy
0
the condition PT ðS Þ=:PT ðS Þ > 1 þ ". That
. is to say, for
0
0
ð"Þ
any two elements S; S 2 QL , PT ðS Þ PT ðS Þ > 1 þ ".
ð"Þ
Therefore, QL contains element ; and may contain at


most other log 1þ" PT ðMÞ elements. Thus, the number of
ð"Þ
elements in set QL is at most
ln PT ðMÞ
þ1
lnð1 þ "Þ
ð1 þ "Þ ln PT ðMÞ
þ 1:

"

log ð1þ"Þ PT ðMÞ þ 1 ¼

In Algorithm 1, we note that the for loop (Steps 3-5)
requires QðLð"Þ Þ to complete as well as the other for loop


(Steps 7-11). In step 6, it takes at most Q Lð"Þ log Lð"Þ to
ð"Þ
sort the elements in set QL . Therefore, the outer for loop
(Steps 2-12) takes time Qðmð2Lð"Þ þ Lð"Þ log Lð"Þ ÞÞ
¼ QðmLð"Þ log Lð"Þ Þ. Thus, the time complexity of
Algorithm 1 is Qðm þ mLð"Þ log Lð"Þ Þ ¼ QðmLð"Þ log Lð"Þ Þ.
This completes the proof and the result follows.
u
t

4.2.2 Request Distribution Analysis
After a servers subset is determined, the cloud provider has
to consider an appropriate request allocation strategy, such

þ

!

2xp2c
mk
!
1 X 2 2xp2c ck mk  ðxÞ2 p3c S

;
S i2N i
ðck mk  xpc S Þ2

and
!

d ~
1 X 2 2ð1  xÞp2c


T j ðð1  xÞpc Þ ¼ 
dx
S i2N i
mj
!
2
1 X 2 2ð1  xÞp2c cj mj  ð1  xÞ p3c S
i
:

2
S i2N
cj mj  ð1  xÞpc S


d ~
~ ð1  xÞpc Þ < 0 at x ¼ 0,
Obviously,
dx T k ðxpc Þ þ T j ð

d ~
T k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ > 0 at x ¼ 1. Besides,
and dx
we can further obtain

d2  ~
T k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ
dx2
!
!
1 X 2
2p2c
2p2c c2k m2k

þ
¼
S i2N i
mk ðck mk  xpc S Þ3
!
!
2p2c c2j m2j
1 X 2
2p2c
þ

þ
3 > 0:
S i2N i
mj
cj mj  ð1  xÞpc S


d ~
Therefore, dx
T k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ is strictly increasing over 0  x  1 so long as x < mk and ð1  xÞ
< mj , that is, for all feasible assignments.
Thus, the minimum T~k ðxpc Þ þ T~j ðð1  xÞpc Þ occurs at
0 < x < 1 and the result follows.
u
t

Corollary 4.4. Given a server set S, it is optimal for a cloud provider to assign jobs to all servers in S.
Proof. We denote TR ðpR Þ as the average response time of all
users when the server set is R (R S) and
  the request
distribution strategy is pR , where p R ¼ pj j2R . Denote
pR as an optimal assignment. Let
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T~j pj ¼

1 X 2

S i2N i

!

p2j
mj

þ

!

p2j

;

cj mj  xpj S

for all j 2 R. Then we have
X  
TR ðp R Þ ¼
T~j pj :
j2R

Assuming that there exist a server k (k 2 R) and a
 where R
 denotes the supplementary set
server l (l 2 R),
of R. Based on Theorem 4.3, we can find that there exists
an x (0 < x < 1) such that
 


 
T~k xpk þ T~l ð1  xÞpk < T~k pk :
Namely,
X
X


T~j ðpj Þ þ T~k ðxpk Þ þ T~l ð1  xÞpk <
T~j ðpj Þ:
j2R;j6¼k

Algorithm 2. Calculate p hS (; m ; hS ; S)

j2R
0

Therefore, there exists a probability vector pR[flg for
0
0
server set R [ flg with pk ¼ xpk , pl ¼ ð1  xÞpk , and
0
pj ¼ pj (j 2 R and j 6¼ k), such that
 0

 
TR[flg pR[flg < TR p R :
 is
This process can be terminated when the server set R
empty. Thus, it is optimal for a cloud provider to assign
requests to all servers for set S, and the result follows. t
u
Next, we focus on the probability distribution for the minimization of system response time in time slot h (h 2 H) (see
Eq. (14)). We denote P as the constraint of probability, i.e.,
X
phj ¼ 1;
(23)
P ¼
j2S

and try to minimize Th by using the method of Lagrange
multiplier, namely,
@Th
@P
¼ f h ¼ f;
h
@pj
@pj

(24)

where f is a Lagrange multiplier. That is,
0
 2 1
 h 2 !
h
h
h
2p
c
m

phj hS C
X
j j j
i
@T
B2pj
¼
þ 
@
2 A ¼ f; (25)
mj
@phj
hS
i2N
cj mj  phj hS
P
for all j 2 S, and j2S phj ¼ 1.  
Since the second order of Th phj is
0
1
  !
X hi 2 B 2
2c2j m2j
@2 Th
C
@ þ
 2 ¼
3 A > 0; (26)
h
m

h
h
h
j
S
i2N
@ pj
cj mj  pj S
we can conclude that

@Th
@phj

f, finds phj satisfies (25). The key observation is that the lefthand side of (25) is an increasing function on phj (see (26)).
Therefore, given f, we can find phj by using the binary search
method in certain interval ½lb; ub (Steps 2-9 in Algorithm 3).
We set lb simply as 0. For ub, we may note that the allocated
load never exceed
 its processing capacity. Therefore, we set
ub as min 1; cj mj hS . The value of f can also be found by
using the binary search method (Steps 2-8 in Algorithm 2).
The search interval ½lb; ub for f is determined as follows. We
set lb simply as 0. As for ub, we set an increment variable inc,
which is initialized as a relative small positive constant and
repeatedly doubled (Step (7)). The value of inc is added to f
to increase f until the sum of phj (j 2 S) found by Calculate phj
is at least 1 (Steps 2-8). Once ½lb; ub is decided, f can be
searched by using binary search (Steps 10-20). After f is determined (Step 21), phj can be computed (Steps 22-24).

is an increasing positive function

on phj . Based on above derivations, we propose an algorithm
to calculate pS , which is motivated by [9].
Given ; m ; hS , and S, our optimal request allocation algorithm to find pS is given in Algorithm 2. The algorithm uses
another subalgorithm Calculate phj , which, given mj ; hS , and

Input: ; m ; hS ; S
Output: p hS .
1: Initialization: Let inc be a relative small positive constant.
Set p hS P0 , and f
0.
2: while ( j2S phj < 1) do
3: Set mid
f þ inc, and f
mid.
4: for (each server j 2 S) do
5:
phj
Calculate phj ð; mj ; hS ; fÞ.
6: end for
7: Set inc
2  inc.
8: end while
9: Set lb
0 and ub
f.
10: while (ub  lb > ) do
11: Set mid
ðub þ lbÞ=2, and f
mid.
12: for (each server j 2 S) do
13:
phj P Calculate phj ð; mj ; hS ; fÞ.
14:
if ( j2S phj < 1) then
15:
Set lb
mid.
16:
else
17:
Set ub
mid.
18:
end if
19: end for
20: end while
21: Set f
ðub þ lbÞ=2.
22: for (each server j 2 S) do
23: phj
Calculate phj ð; mj ; hS ; fÞ.
24: end for
25: return p hS .

By Algorithm 3, we note that the while loop (Steps 2-9) is
a binary search process, which is very efficient and requires
m

time Qðlog ð1 minf1; hj gÞÞ ¼ Qðlog ð1 ÞÞ, where  is the error
S

tolerance (e.g., 0.1, 0.01, in our work,  is set as 0.01). As for
Algorithm 2, its main idea is the twice uses of binary search
method. Specifically, the first while loop (Steps 2-8) is the
first use of binary search method, which is designed to
determine an upper bound (ub) of f. The second use
of binary search method is the second while loop (Steps
10-20), which is designed to search the exact f such that
P
h
j2S pj ¼ 1. Therefore, the number of loops of the first
while loop is Qðlog ubÞ and that of the second while loop is
Qðlog ðubÞÞ. To analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 2,
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we have to find an upper bound of f, i.e., ub. From (25) of
our paper, we know that
0
 2 1
  !
X hi 2 B2phj 2phj cj mj  phj hS C
þ 
@
2 A
mj
hS
i2N
cj mj  phj hS
0
 2 1
!
h
h
2p
c
m

phj hS C
X
j
j
2p
j
B j
hi @
þ 

2 A
mj
i2N
cj mj  phj hS

 
2
h h
h h
2phj hS 2cj mj pj S  pj S
þ
¼

2
mj
cj mj  phj hS


2cj mj phj hS
< 2cj þ 
2
cj mj  phj hS

2
2ð1  s Þ cj mj
 2cj þ

2
s 2 cj mj
2ð1  s Þ
 2cmax þ
;
s2

@Th
f¼ h ¼
@pj

(27)

where cmax denotes the maximal number of cores of a server,
i.e., cmax ¼ maxj2M cj , and s is a relative small positive
constant (to maintain the convexity of the individual strategy set of a user, phj hS  ð1  s Þcj mj (8j 2 M) is added to
the optimization problem of the cloud provider as a constraint, i.e., we try to maximize the profits under the constraint phj hS  ð1  s Þcj mj (8j 2 M). In our work, s is also
set as 0.01). Therefore, an upper bound of f, i.e., ub, in
Algorithm 2 is ð2cmax þ 2ð1sÞ
Þ. We can conclude that the
s2
number of loops of the first while loop (Steps 2-8) is
Qðlog ðcmax þ ð1sÞ
ÞÞ, and the number of loops of the second
s2
ð1sÞ
while loop (Steps 10-20) is Qðlog ðcmax
 þ s 2 ÞÞ. Since at each
iteration (loop) of these two while loops, the main operation
is the jS j times call for Algorithm 3, and the possible maximal value of jS j is m, these two while loops require time
Qðm log ð1 Þlog ðcmax þ ð1sÞ
ÞÞ to complete. In addition, the
s2
time complexity of the for loop (Steps 22-24) requires time

 
Q m log 1 . Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 2
ð1sÞ
is Qðm log ð1 Þlog ðcmax
 þ s 2 ÞÞ.

Algorithm 3. Calculate phj (; mj ; hS ; f)
Input: ; mj ; hS ; f.
Output: phj .
m
1: Initialization: Set ub
min 1; hj , and lb
S
2: while (ub  lb > ) do
h
3: Set mid
ðub þ lbÞ=2, and pj
mid.
4: if (@p@h Th ðphj Þ < f) then
j

5:
Set lb
mid.
6: else
7:
Set ub
mid.
8: end if
9: end while
10: Set phj
ðub þ lbÞ=2.
11: return pj .

0.
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4.3 Followers’ Decisions Analysis
We formulate the competitions among multiple users as a
generalized Nash equilibrium problem. By employing variational inequality theory, we analyze the existence of a generalized Nash equilibrium solution set. And then we propose an
algorithm to compute a generalized Nash equilibrium (GNE).
4.3.1 GNEP Formulation
We formulate the profit optimization problem of all the
cloud users as a generalized Nash equilibrium problem, in
which each user selfishly optimizes his/her own profit
within his strategy set that also depends on the strategies of
the other users [38].
As mentioned earlier, all users are considered to be selfish
and each user i (i 2 N ) tries to maximize his/her utility or
minimize his/her disutility, while ignoring those of others and
satisfying the global constraint. In view of (20), we can observe
that user i0 s (i 2 N ) optimization problem is equivalent to
X

minimize fi ð i ; i Þ ¼
dh Tih  wi ðr  cÞhi ;
h2H
(28)
^F :
s.t. ð i ;  i Þ 2 Q
The above formulation
D
E GNEP can be formally defined by
^ F ; f , where f ¼ ðf1 ; . . . ; fn Þ. The aim of
the tuple G ¼ Q
user i (i 2 N ), given the other users0 strategies  i , is to
^ i ð i Þ such that his/her disutility function
choose an  i 2 Q
fi ði ;  i Þ is minimized.

Definition
4.1.
D
E A generalized Nash equilibrium of the game
^ F ; f is a strategy profile  such that for each user i
G¼ Q
(i 2 N )


^F :
(29)
i 2 arg min fi i ;  i ;  2 Q
^ i ð Þ
i 2Q
i
At the generalized Nash equilibrium, each user cannot
further decrease its disutility by choosing a different strategy while the strategies of other users are fixed. The equilibrium strategy profile can be found when each user0 s
strategy is the best response to the strategies of other users.

4.3.2 GNE Existence Analysis
We try to analyze the existence of generalized Nash equilibrium for the formulated GNEP by employing variational
inequality theory. When passing from the GNEP (see
Eq. (28)) to the associated VI, the solutions of the GNEP that
are also solutions of VI are termed as variational solutions
[39], and enjoy some remarkable properties that make them
particularly appealing in many applications. Before address
the problem, we show two properties which are presented
in Theorems 4.5 and 4.6.
Theorem 4.5. For each cloud user i (i 2 N ), the set Qi is closed
and convex, and each disutility function fi ði ;  i Þ is continuously differentiable in  i . For each fixed tuple i , the disutility
function fi ð i ; i Þ is convex in  i over the set Vi .
Proof. A complete proof of the theorem is given in the supplementary material, available online.
u
t
Theorem 4.6. Every solution
 of the variational inequality (VI)
^ F ; F , is a solution of the GNEP
problem, denoted by VI Q
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D
E
^ F ; f , where
G¼ Q

with

F ð Þ ¼

ðFi ði ;  i ÞÞni¼1 ;

n
.
o
Gh ¼ min ðn þ 1Þcj mj 2nphj ; h 2 H:

(30)

with

j2S

Fi ði ;  i Þ ¼ r i fi ði ;  i Þ:

(31)

Proof. A complete proof of the theorem is given in the supplementary material, available online.
u
t
n
.
o
Theorem 4.7. If hS  minj2S ðn þ 1Þcj mj 2nphj
(h 2 H),
there exists a generalizedD NashEequilibrium solution set for the
^F ; f .
formulated GNEP G ¼ Q
Proof. A complete proof of the theorem is given in the supplementary material, available online.
u
t
4.3.3 GNE Computation
With the establishment of the generalized Nash equilibrium
of the GNEP G, we now aim at obtaining a suitable algorithm to compute the GNE.
Note that we can further rewrite the optimization problem (28) as follows:
X

dh Tih  wi ðr  cÞhi ;
minimize fi ð i ; S Þ ¼
h2H
(32)
^i:
s.t. i 2 Q
with

0 2
1
 2
h
h
h
h
p

p

X


i
j
i C
B j
þ
;
Tih hi ; hS ¼
@
h hA
m
c
m

p
j j
j
j S
j2S

(33)

That is to say, when given the aggregated requests, we
must find a strategy vector z ¼ ð ; h Þ 2 QF;h , where
ðHÞ
QF;h ¼ QF  Rþ , such that
n 
o


 t
2
;
i 2 arg min fi i ;  S þ h T c  i ; S þ i  i
2
 i 2Qi
for each user i (i 2 N ), and
n
o
t
 k2 :
h 2 arg min hhT c ð Þ þ kh  h
2
h00

minimize
s.t.
minimize
s.t.

 i 2 Qi ; 8i 2 N ;

(34)

 h T cðÞ;
h  0:

where h ¼ ðhh ÞH
h¼1 , and
cð Þ ¼

n
X
i¼1

!H
hi

 Gh

;
h¼1

(35)

(38)

Algorithm 4. Calculate  (; S; p S ; t)
Input: ; S; p S ; t.
Output: .
1: Initialization:
Randomly
choose a feasible strategy vector


zð0Þ ¼  ð0Þ ; h ð0Þ ðzzð0Þ 2 QF;h Þ. Set 
0, h

0, and k
0.
2: while ð zðkÞ  zðk1Þ > Þ do
3: for (each cloud user i 2 N ) do
ðkÞ
4:
Receive S from the cloud provider and compute
ðkþ1Þ
i
as follows:
ðkþ1Þ

fi ð i ; S Þ þ h T c ð i ;  S Þ;

(37)

where t (t > 0) is a regularization parameter and can guarantee the convergence of the algorithm Calculate  if
its value is large enough [39]. The idea is formalized in
Algorithm 4.

i

where S denotes the aggregated request profilePof all
users over the H future time slots, i.e.,  S ¼ ni¼1  i .
From the above equation, we can see that the calculation
of the disutility function of each individual user only
requires the knowledge of the aggregated request profile
of all users (
S ) rather than the specific individual request
profile of all other users (
i ), which can bring two
advantages. On the one hand, it can reduce communication traffic between users and the cloud provider. On the
other hand, it can also keep privacy for each individual
user to certain extent, which is seriously considered by
many cloud users.
We can compute the variational solutions of the GNEP
(20) by solving the following Nash equilbirium (NEP). This
can be done by using the framework in [39], which leads to
an algorithm Calculate  . Specifically, the n þ 1 users try to
solve the following optimization problem:

(36)

2

8 


9
< fi i ; ðkÞ þ h T ðkÞ c i ; ðkÞ =
S
S
arg min
:
2
;
 i 2Qi :
þ 2t i  i

5:
6:
7:

Send the updated strategy to the cloud provider.
end for
The cloud provider computes hðkþ1Þ as
n
o
t
 k2 :
h ðkþ1Þ 2 arg min hhT c ðÞ þ kh  h
2
h 00

8:
9:

if (Nash equilibrium is reached) then
The n þ 1 cloud users updates their centroids:




h


;
 ðkþ1Þ ; h ðkþ1Þ

10: end if
11: Set k
k þ 1.
12: end while
13: return ðkÞ .

4.4 An Iterative Algorithm
In this section, we describe the whole process of our proposed
service mechanism, which is formalized in Algorithm 5.
We describe operational process of the proposed iterative algorithm. At the beginning, the cloud provider
approximates its sever selection space (QL ) and obtains
ð"Þ
~
the approximated one (QL ). For each servers subset (S)
ð"Þ
in (QL ), it initializes the allocation strategy (ppS~ ) in different time slot h (h 2 H). Under this servers subset and allocation strategy, all of the users calculate the proper
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TABLE 2
System Parameters
System parameters
Servers set control parameter ð"Þ
Number of cloud users ðnÞ
Energy parameters ðj ; aj Þ
Weight value ðwi Þ
User total requests ðLi Þ
Reservation value ðvi Þ
Other parameters (b; m; mM ; r; c; d)

(Fixed)–[Varied range]
(increment)
(0.2)–[0.2, 1.0] (0.2)
(50)–[5, 50] (5)
[0.01, 2.5], 3
[1, 10]
35
0
(0.02, 50, 800, 100, 60, 1.1)

xrequest strategies. The cloud provider reconfigures the
allocation strategy such that the average response time
over all users is minimized. Each of the user in the current set (S c ) calculates its utility, if the value is less than
its reserved value (vi ), then he/she refuses to use the
cloud service. This process is terminated when all of the
users who choose the cloud service and their corresponding request strategies are kept unchanged. The algorithm
terminates until it selects the optimal servers subset from
ð"Þ
the approximated subset solution space (QL ).

Algorithm 5. Iterative Algorithm (IA)
Input: "; m; a; b; r; t; M
Output: S; p S .
1: Initialization: The cloud provider approximates its
ð"Þ
ð"Þ
solution space, i.e., QL
Calculate QL ð"; c; m ; E ; MÞ.
Set pS
0.
~ 2 Qð"Þ ) do
2: for (each server subset S
L
3: Set S c
N , and S l
;.
4: for (each time slot h 2 H) do
~ do
5:
for (each serverP
j 2 S)
6:
Set phj ¼ mj =ð j2S~ mj Þ.
7:
end for
8: end for
9: while (S c 6¼ S l ) do
10:
Set S l
S c , and 
Calculate  ð"; S; p S ; t Þ.
11:
for (each time slot h 2 H)do

12:
Set p hS~
Calculate p S~ h "; m; hS ; S .
13:
end for
14:
for (each user i 2 S c ) do
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
15:
if (Ui ð
i ;  S Þ < vi ) then
16:
Set i
0 , and S c
S c  fig.
17:
end if
18:
end for
19: end while P
P
~
20: Set p ~
c
h  ET ðSÞ.
S

i2N

21: if (pS~ > pS ) then
22:
Set pS
pS~ , S
23: end if
24: end for
25: return S, p S .

5

h2H

i

~ and p S
S,

p S~ .

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we provide some numerical results to validate our theoretical analyses and illustrate the performance
of our proposed IA algorithm.
In the following simulation results, we assume that the
number of cloud users is at most 50 over future H time slots,

Fig. 2. Convergence process.

which is not a very long period of time. Specifically, each
time slot is set as one hour of a day and H is set as 24. As
shown in Table 2, the server set controlling parameter (") is
varied from 0.2 to 1.0 with increment 0.2. The number of
cloud users (n) is varied from 5 to 50 with increment 5. For
each server j (j 2 M), the energy consumption parameter j
is randomly chosen from 0.01 to 2.5 and aj is set as a constant 3. Each cloud user i (i 2 N ) chooses a weight value
from 1 to 10 to balance his/her net profit and time utility.
For simplicity, the reservation value vi and total requests Li
for each user i (i 2 N ) are set as 0 and 35, respectively. Market benefit factor r is set to 100, per request charge by the
cloud provider c is equal to 60, and d is set as 1.1. The cost of
one unit of energy is set as 0.02. In our simulation, the number of servers (m) in the cloud provider is set as 50 and its
total processing capacity (mM ) is equal to 800.

5.1 Results of One Instance
Fig. 2 presents the utility results for five different cloud
users versus the number of iterations of our proposed
Calculate  algorithm (Algorithm 4) in a certain instance.
Specifically, it presents the utility results of 5 randomly
selected cloud users (users 1, 4, 5, 8, and 10). We can observe
that the utilities of all users seem to linearly increase and
finally reach a relatively stable state with the increase of iteration number. The reason behind lies in that the request strategies of all users are kept unchanged, i.e., reach a generalized
Nash equilibrium solution after some iterations. In addition,
the utility with a larger weight value reaches a relatively stable state more faster. This trend also reflects the convergence
process of our proposed IA algorithm at each iteration. It can
be seen that the utility of each user has already achieved a
relatively stable state after about 80 iterations, which reflects
the high efficiency of the developed algorithm.
In Fig. 3, we plot the request profile of some cloud users
for a scenario of 50 users. Specifically, it presents the
requests shape of some users over future 24 time slots. We
randomly select 3 users (users 25, 38, and 42). It can be seen
that the requests of all users tend to decrease with the delay
of time slot. The reason behind lies in the fact that in our
proposed model, we take into average response time into
account and the deteriorating factor grows exponentially,
which also demonstrates the downward trend of the aggregated requests shown in Fig. 4, i.e., the aggregated requests
slightly decrease with the delay of time slot.
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Fig. 3. Specific user requests.

In Fig. 5, we present the impacts of different servers subset. Table 3 shows an instance of servers subset when " is
0.2. In that table, we show the first 8 server subset obtained
ð"Þ
by our Calculate QL algorithm (Algorithm 1). Fig. 5 shows
the corresponding results. Specifically,Pit shows
P the total
charge CT from all users, where CTP¼ c i2N h2H hi , total
energy cost ET , where ET ¼ H j2S Ej , and net profit
p ¼ CT  ET over future H time slots. As can be seen from
Fig. 5, at first, the net profit of the cloud provider increases
with the increase of total processing capacity of provided
servers. However, it decreases after the number of subset
exceeds 4. The reason behind lies in the fact that at the beginning, the aggregated requests from all users can not exceed
the total processing capacity provided by the cloud provider
(i.e., hS < mS ; 8h 2 H), while the provided processing capacity is large enough, the aggregated requests can not rise more
due to their individual limits (i.e., hi < Li ; 8i 2 N ). This is
also the reason that the total charge (CT ) increases at first and
reaches a relatively stable state when the processing capacity
is large enough, as well as the trend of energy cost and thus
reflects the results of net profit (see Fig. 5).

5.2 Results of Various Configuration Instances
To simulate the heterogeneous system and the different
preferences of multiple cloud users, i.e., the different preferences over payments and time efficiencies, we randomly
generate the server parameter (j ) for each server and the
weight value (wi ) for each user according to Table 2. For the
simulated results, we perform 300 runs, of which the average value is computed.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the impacts of the number of cloud
users and the value of ". In Fig. 6, we compare the net profit

Fig. 5. Impact of servers.

(p) obtained by our IA algorithm with that of using all
50 servers (pT ). The number of cloud users increases from
5 to 50 with increment 5. As mentioned above, we perform
300 runs and compute the average value. As shown in Fig. 6,
we also present the maximal and minimal profit values over
the 300 runs. Obviously, the average net profit value
obtained by our IA algorithm increases with the increase of
the number of cloud users. We can also observe that the net
profit by using all servers is negative at the beginning. The
reason behind lies in that the aggregated requests from all
users are not enough while the total energy cost of all servers
is large. However, our results are always better than those of
by using all servers. This shows that our IA algorithm can
select appropriate servers to provide services. Fig. 7 shows
the impact of ". It can be seen that the average net profit value
obtained by IA algorithm is the largest when " is set to 0.2.
The reason behind lies in the fact that the smaller the value of
" is, it takes more probability for our algorithm to select an
appropriate servers subset equalling to the optimal one, that
is, it takes more probability that the optimal servers subset is
included in our approximated solution space.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

With the popularization of cloud computing and its many
advantages such as cost-effectiveness, elasticity, and scalability, more and more applications are moved from local
computing environment to cloud center. In this work, we
try to design a new service mechanism for profit optimizations of both a cloud provider and its multiple users.
We consider the problem from a game theoretic perspective and characterize the relationship between the cloud
provider and its multiple users as a Stackelberg game, in
TABLE 3
System Parameters
No. of subset
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fig. 4. Aggregated load.

Servers to provide service
{50}
{49, 50}
{48, 49, 50}
{47, 48, 49, 50}
{44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50}
{41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50}
{31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50}
{27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50}
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the competitions among multiple cloud providers, which
may incorporate charge price, service quality, and so on.
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